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Abstract—Information and communication technologies have
been widely adopted in most of educational institutions to
support e-Learning through different learning methodologies
such as computer supported collaborative learning, which has
become one of the most influencing learning paradigms. In this
context, e-Learning stakeholders, are increasingly demanding new
requirements, among them, information security is considered
as a critical factor involved in on-line collaborative processes.
Information security determines the accurate development of
learning activities, especially when a group of students carries
out on-line assessment, which conducts to grades or certificates; in these cases, IS is an essential issue that has to be
considered. To date, even most advances security technological
solutions have drawbacks that impede the development of overall
security e-Learning frameworks. For this reason, this paper
suggests enhancing technological security models with functional
approaches, namely, we propose a functional security model based
on trustworthiness and collective intelligence. Both of these topics
are closely related to on-line collaborative learning and on-line
assessment models. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is
to discover how security can be enhanced with trustworthiness
in an on-line collaborative learning scenario through the study
of the collective intelligence processes that occur on on-line
assessment activities. To this end, a peer-to-peer public student’s
profile model, based on trustworthiness is proposed, and the main
collective intelligence processes involved in the collaborative online assessments activities, are presented.
Keywords—Information security, user profiling, trustworthiness,
on-line assessment, collective intelligence.

I.

I NTRODUCTION AND C ONTEXT

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have
been widely adopted in most of educational institutions in
order to support e-Learning through different learning methodologies, ICT approaches and design paradigms. Over the past
decade, Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL)
has become one of the most influencing learning paradigms devoted to improve teaching and learning with the help of modern
ICT [1]. Among these institutions, our real context of the Open
University of Catalonia1 (UOC) develops online education
based on collaborative learning activities. This institution is
supporting the research work presented in this paper and its
1 http://www.uoc.edu

results are considered and included in other UOC’s research
projects, with the aim of enhancing e-Learning factors, such
as e-assessment cost reduction and students scalability.
The context of this paper is an e-Learning system formed
by collaborative activities developed in a LMS. The system
has to provide security support to carry out these activities
and to collect trustworthiness data generated by learning and
collaboration processes. Following this institutional framework, distance universities are developing on-line assessment
processes and activities, which conduct to grades, certificates
and many types of evaluation models; Information Security
(IS) is an essential issue that has to be considered. This
paper is focused on the target on specific on-line collaborative
activities, namely, on-line assessment (e-assessment) activities,
which offer enormous opportunities to enhance the student’s
learning experience. To overcome technological security deficiencies, we have conducted research on enhancing technological security models with trustworthiness functional approaches
such as a trustworthiness-based approach for the design of
secure learning activities in on-line learning groups. In this
context, we propose to endow our previous trustworthiness in
e-assessment research with a Student’s Trustworthiness Profile
(TSP) approach based on collaborative activities, e-assessment
activities, and collective intelligence processes. We address the
profile design for trustworthiness assessment and prediction as
well as for enhance security in e-assessment.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a
comprehensive review of the existing works and of our previous research on security in e-Learning, as well as technological
and functional security approaches devoted to enhance security
in e-Learning. We also discuss on complementary solutions
to secure e-assessment based on collective intelligence and
trustworthiness student’s profiles. In Section III, we propose
our students’ profile model based on e-assessment, collective
intelligence, on-line collaborative learning, and trustworthiness
assessment and prediction; to this end, we discuss on key
factors, processes and components involved in the design of a
student’s trustworthiness profile as well as the implementation
issues that should be taken into account. Finally, Section
IV concludes the paper highlighting the main findings and
outlining ongoing and future work.

II.

BACKGROUND

In this section, we first review main works in the literature
on security in e-Learning and how technological and functional
security approaches can be applied to e-assessment with the
aim of enhancing security in e-Learning. Then, we propose
complementary solutions to secure e-assessment based on
collective intelligence and trustworthiness students’ profiles.
A. Information Security in e-Learning Justification
In order to support CSCL, e-Learning stakeholders (i.e.
designers and managers, tutors and students) are increasingly
demanding new requirements. Among these requirements, IS
is a significant aspect involved in CSCL processes deployed in
LMSs, which determines the accurate development of CSCL
activities. However, according to [2], [3] CSCL services are
usually designed and implemented without much consideration
regarding security.
The lack of security in e-Learning is also supported by
practical and real attacks in ICT. As a matter of fact, recent
attack reports [4], [5] have demonstrated a significant amount
of real-life security attacks experimented by organizations and
educational institutions. The Cybersecurity Watch Survey [4]
is a survey conducted by reputed companies and educational
institutions. This report reveals that security attacks are a
reality for most organizations: 81% of respondents’ organizations experienced a security event (i.e. an adverse event that
threatens some aspect of security). Since LMS are software
packages, which integrate tools that support CSCL activities,
technological vulnerabilities have to be considered. Moreover,
other security reports [4], [5] have shown how web application
servers and database management systems, which usually
support LMS infrastructure, are deployed with security flaws.
Dealing with more technological details related to LMSs,
the Trustwave Global Security Report [5] is an informative
and educational annual report on the latest security issues
and trends. Finally, potential LMS attacks can be studied by
analysing their specific security vulnerabilities, for instance, in
Moodle Security Announcements [6], 49 serious vulnerabilities
have been reported in 2013.
Regarding security in universities, the scope of Spanish universities security framework can be considered; the
RedIRIS Computer Emergency Response Team is aimed to the
early detection of security incidents affecting centers affiliated
to RedIRIS. As stated in its 2012 security report [7], the
total amount of incidents received was 10.028, and this value
represents an increase of 74.15% compared to the previous
year. In the same context, in [8], it is stated that only 17%
of the Spanish universities have launched the application of
the Spanish National Security Framework and only 18% of
students use digital certificates. Although it might seem that
these plans and initiatives are related to security in e-Learning,
they are actually focused on secure e-Administration and management. In contrast, e-Learning security, which can determine
these management processes, is not considered; for instance, a
student is able to obtain a course certificate following advanced
security techniques such as digital signature, but this security
technique is not required when the student is performing eassessment.

B. Technological and Functional Security Approaches
Nowadays, ICT solutions based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) models [9], are available to offer technological
implementations of services which ensure the security issues
that have been described and required in LMSs. PKI, simply
defined, is an infrastructure that allows the creation of a
trusted method for providing privacy, authentication, integrity,
and non-repudiation in communications between two parties.
Otherwise, one of the key strategies in IS is that security drawbacks cannot be solved with technology solutions alone [10].
To date, even most advances security technological solutions,
such as Public Key Infrastructures (PKI), have drawbacks that
impede the development of complete and overall technological
security frameworks, even most advanced PKI solutions have
vulnerabilities that impede the development of a highly secure
framework.
Further technological security approaches, some authors
[10], [11] have considered IS as a research topic beyond ICT.
In [11] it is discussed that security is both a feeling and
a reality. The author points out that the reality of security
is mathematical, based on the probability of different risks
and the effectiveness of different countermeasures. On the
other hand, security is also a feeling, based on psychological
reactions to both risks and countermeasures. Since this model
considers two dimensions in security and being aware that
absolute security does not exist [10], it can be stated that
any gain in security always involves a trade-off, for instance,
a trade-off between the additional security and the cost of
the guards; even as it is concluded in [11], all security is
a trade-off. This approach is very relevant in the context of
this research because it is based on a hybrid security system
in which technological overall solutions have to be managed
beyond ICT.
For these reasons, our proposal suggests to conduct research into enhancing technological security models by functional approaches. Among functional approaches, trustworthiness analysis, modelling, assessment and prediction methods
are suitable in the context of CSCL. Trustworthiness can be
considered as a suitable functional factor in CSCL because
most of trustworthiness models are based on peer-to-peer
interactions [12] and CSCL is closely related to students’
interactions. Although, some trustworthiness methods have
been proposed and investigated; these approaches have been
little investigated in CSCL with the aim to enhance security
properties. Therefore, we have investigated on security in
CSCL by enhancing technological security solutions with
trustworthiness, through experimenting methods, techniques
and trustworthiness models, eventually arranged, in a trustworthiness methodology approach for collaborative e-Learning
[13], [14], [15].
Further security applications based on trustworthiness, additional CSCL enhancements related to pedagogical factors can
be considered. According to [16] the existence of trust reduces
the perception of risk which in turn improves the behaviour in
the interaction and willingness to engage in the interaction.
In the context of CSCL, interactions between students are
one of the most relevant factors in learning performance.
Therefore, trustworthiness is directly related to CSCL and
trustworthiness can enhance the performance of collaborative
learning activities. In contrast, IS can encourage and endorse

trustworthiness, but IS does not directly enhance learning.
Another significant difference between IS and trustworthiness,
with respect to CSCL, is the dynamic nature of trustworthiness
[17]. Students’ behavior is dynamic and it evolves during
the learning process. Whilst IS is static, regarding students
behavior, trustworthiness also evolves and its assessment can
be adapted along students’ behavior changes.
C. Security in e-Assessment based on Trustworthiness
Most of trustworthiness models in the literature are related
to business processes, network services and recommendation
systems [18], [19], but the key concept of these works is
interaction between agents, that is, the same target studied in
CSCL; but in our context, considering students’ interactions
and trustworthiness between them.
According to [18] there is a degree of convergence on the
definition of trustworthiness, which can be defined as follows:
trustworthiness is a particular level of the subjective probability
with which an agent assesses that another agent (or group of
agents) will perform a particular action, before the agent can
monitor such action (or independently of his capacity ever to
be able to monitor it) and in a context in which it affects its
own action.
Regarding trustworthiness and e-Learning, according to
[19], a trustworthy e-Learning system is a learning system,
which contains reliable serving peers and useful learning
resources. From these definitions, it can be claimed that
trustworthiness is closely related to both students’ interactions
and students’ actions in CSCL. Moreover, it can be considered that trustworthiness models are focused on two different
dimensions, that is, trustworthiness assessment and prediction.
To establish the difference between trustworthiness assessment
and prediction, in [20] it is stated that trust prediction, unlike
trust assessment, deals with uncertainty as it aims to determine
the trust value over a period in the future. A CSCL activity is
a general concept that can involve very different cases, actors,
processes, requirements and learning objectives in the complex
context of e-Learning.
The context of the paper is specific CSCL activities,
namely, on-line assessment (e-assessment). E-assessment processes offer enormous opportunities to enhance the student’s
learning experience, such as delivering on-demand tests, providing electronic marking and immediate feedback on tests
[21]. In higher education, e-assessment is typically employed
to deliver formative and summative tests to the students.
An e-assessment is an e-exam with most common characteristics of virtual exams, which are reported on unethical
conduct occurring during e-learning exam taking [22]. In our
CSCL context, we have endowed e-assessment activities with
trustworthiness assessment and prediction to enhance users’
security requirements [23], [24].
To overcome security deficiencies discussed in this section,
we have researched into enhancing technological security
models with trustworthiness functional approaches [13], [14],
[15]. In [13] a trustworthiness-based approach is proposed for
the design of secure learning activities in on-line learning
groups. The guidelines of a holistic security model in online collaborative learning through an effective trustworthiness
approach are presented. As the main contribution of [13],

a parallel processing approach, which can considerably decrease the time of data processing, is proposed thus allowing for building relevant trustworthiness models to support
learning activities even in real-time. In [14] a trustworthiness
model for the design of secure learning assessment in online collaborative learning groups is proposed. To this end,
a trustworthiness model is designed in order to conduct the
guidelines of a holistic security model for on-line collaborative
learning through effective trustworthiness approaches. Finally,
in [15] an approach to enhance IS in on-line assessment
based on a normalized trustworthiness model is presented. In
this paper, it is justified why trustworthiness normalization is
needed and a normalized trustworthiness model is proposed
by reviewing existing normalization procedures for trustworthy
values applied to e-assessments. Eventually, the potential of the
normalized trustworthiness model is evaluated in a real CSCL
course.
D. Collective Intelligence
According to [25] although several definitions of collective
intelligence have been proposed, a shared agreement suggests
that collective intelligence is a group or shared intelligence that
emerges from the collaboration and or competition of many
entities, either human or digital. Previous research works [25],
[26], [27] have demonstrated how the resulting information
generated by models based on collective intelligence can be
seen as reflecting the collective knowledge of a community
of users and can be used for different purposes. In [26] it is
presented a collaborative tagging system where users assign
tags to resources and web entities. This article uses data from
a social bookmarking site intended to examine the dynamics
of collaborative tagging systems and to study how coherent
categorization schemes emerge from unsupervised tagging; this
information is shared with other users and the emerged community’s knowledge, due to users’ interaction. This example is
a form of explicit collaboration, in contrast to this approach,
in [27] the opposite model is presented and users’ behaviour is
implicitly gathered in order to form a base of knowledge useful
for studying tendencies, trends and therefore to predict the
most useful web resources. In this work, we can discover how
collective intelligence is also related to a key objective of our
research, namely, trustworthiness assessment and prediction in
students’ on-line collaborative learning following implicit and
explicit models devoted to gather trustworthiness data.
The authors in [26] presented how university students
explicitly evaluated the usefulness of several web sites, and
their browsing activity were gathered. In this comprehensive
analysis of collective intelligence, the authors concluded that
the correlation indexes suggest the existence of a considerable
relationship between explicit feedbacks and implicit computed
judgements. This evidence supports the presentation of a
schema for a collective intelligence application that generates
implicit rankings by considering the collective intelligence
emerged from users on the web. Furthermore, regarding our
application in trustworthiness students’ profile, we assume the
feasibility of a hybrid approach based on implicit and explicit
trustworthiness data gathering.
Collective intelligence, via information sharing among
trusted agents, can be analysed from two different perspectives.
On the one hand, social networking is globally expanding and

they lack of specifying and implementing appropriate security
and privacy procedures to protect users’ data [25]; therefore,
technological IS solutions are needed in order to reach social
networking privacy and security requirements. On the other
hand, collective intelligence and social networking involves
trustworthiness relationships between the agents in the system;
hence, trustworthiness assessment and prediction can enhance
security in collaborative frameworks.
E. Trustworthiness Student’s Profiles
In an e-Learning system and following an approach based
on collaborative intelligence, trustworthiness propagation is
needed in order to support both e-assessment and collaborative
learning activities, such as creating students’ groups. As stated
by the authors in [28], trust is considered as the crucial
factor for agents in decision making to select the partners
during their interaction in open distributed systems; in this
paper a computational model which enables agents to calculate
partners’ trustworthiness degree is presented, as well as to
support agents to judge the trustworthiness of the referee when
it refers the trust of a partner from its referees, preventing
agents from referring the reputation from liar agents. In our
context, on-line collaborative learning requires, as a relevant
activity, the creation of learning groups, and trustworthiness
can support this process. Most of current trust models are the
combination of experience trust and reference trust and make
use of some propagation mechanism to enable agents to share
his or her final trust with partners. These models are based on
the assumption that all agents are reliable when they share their
trust with others [28]. Therefore, among these mechanisms,
students’ profiles can be a suitable approach with the aim
of supporting trustworthiness propagation in the e-Learning
system.
Since we propose the design of a collective intelligence
application (i.e. students’ profile application), we have to
review the main principles designing collective intelligence
applications. In [29] the seven principles presented by O’Reilly
[30] are adapted focusing the principles on the Collective
Intelligence Application (CIA) requirements. This approach
can be summarized as follows:
•

Task specific representations. The CIA should support
views of the task. Data is the key, that is, the CIA
is data centric and should be designed to collect and
share data among users.

•

Users add value. The CIA should provide mechanisms
for them to add, to modify, etc. with the aim of
improving its usefulness.

•

Facilitate data aggregation. The CIA should be designed such that data aggregation occurs naturally
through regular use.

•

Facilitate data access. The data in CIAs can be used
beyond the boundaries of the application. The CIA
should offer web services interfaces and other mechanisms to facilitate the re-use of data.

•

Facilitate access for all devices. The CIA needs to be
designed to integrate services across handheld devices
and internet servers.

•

The perpetual beta. The CIA is an ongoing service
provided to its users, thus new features should be
added on a regular basis based on the changing needs
of the user community.

Regarding LMSs and students’ profiles, although some
LMSs include a service intended to support the management
students’ profiles, these services are not designed with the aim
of managing either trustworthiness or collective intelligence
data gathering. Without seeking to carry out an exhaustive
LMSs analysis, we can select Moodle2 as representative LMS
system, which are being extensively adopted by educational
organizations to help educators create effective online learning
communities. The Moodle student’s profile, as presented in the
Moodle documentation Moodle Docs3 , allows a user to manage
his or her own profile as follows:
•

A student can see the course profiles of users.

•

Course managers and administrators can access the
full students’ profile.

•

Additional functions allow a manager to edit another
user’s profile details.

•

A user views and manages his or her full profile.

Although Moodle users’ profiles offer a basic set of operations, this functionality does not reach CIA requirements
presented in this section. Even those related to collaborative
learning activities cannot be developed using Moodle students’
profiles. Despite this, Moodle offers additional modules devoted to enhance collaborative activities, for instance, Moodle badges are a suitable way of showing achievement and
progress. As stated in Moodle Docs, badges are based on a
variety of chosen criteria; they are fully compatible with other
systems and can be displayed on a user’s profile.
To sum up, LMSs such as Moodle offers collective intelligence tools and services related to students’ profile, which
can be taken as starting point, but they do not reach CIA
requirements and cannot offer an overall technological solution
to support a student’s security profile model for on-line assessment based on trustworthiness and collective intelligence.
Finally, we have reviewed specific literature on students’
profiles. In [31] it is presented an adaptive computer assisted
assessment system that automatically scores the students and
gives feedback to them according to their responses, that is,
the questions are chosen according to the students’ profile
based on previous answers. Another interesting students’ profile approach is presented in [32] by determining students’
academic failure through building students’ profiles founded
on data mining methods. This profile approach is based on
information extracted from on-line surveys filled out by the
students and the data analysis is conducted by classification
methods. Although both studies solve a specific goal related
to on-line assessment applications (i.e. students’ responses
in surveys and previous answers in e-assessments) and the
proposal is based on students’ profiles, they are conducted by
assessment components, which do not support collaboration
and collective intelligence. To the best of our knowledge,
2 https://moodle.org
3 http://docs.moodle.org

these students’ profiles approaches are specifically focused on
concrete objectives, which cannot be extended to the scope of
collective intelligence, trustworthiness and security in on-line
assessment. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we propose
how to apply previous research presented in this section to
student’s profile with the aim of enhancing security in on-line
assessment through trustworthiness and collective intelligence.
III.

B UILDING S TUDENTS ’ P ROFILES IN E -A SSESSMENT

In this section, we propose our students’ profile model
based on e-assessment, collective intelligence, on-line collaborative learning, and trustworthiness assessment and prediction.
A. Collective Intelligence in e-Assessment and CSCL
Collective intelligence principles have been presented in
the background section as those requirements for designing
collective intelligence applications; in this section, we adapt
these principles to e-assessment in CSCL. To this end, we
consider the peer-to-peer e-assessment component described
in [23] as a Continuous Assessment (CA).
The CA is formed by three assessment activities: (i) The
Questionnaire (Q). The student receives an invitation to answer
a set of questions; (ii) The Forum (F). The student does not
have to answer as soon as Q is sent, as the second activity
is a students’ forum (F) intended to create a collaborative
framework devoted to enhance responses in Q; and (iii) The
Peer-to-peer Survey (P), where the student has to complete a
survey (P) which contains the set of responses from Q. The
student has to assess each classmate’s responses in Q and,
furthermore, the activity of each student in the forum F is
assessed by the students.
As can be seen from the CA description above, the
assessment result emerges from the collaboration of many
students who carry out collaborative learning activities and
e-assessment processes. Collective intelligence principles are
considered in CA design as follows:
•

Task specific representations. The e-assessment activity supports multiple views of the task. The responses
of the questions proposed are involved in each activity
of the e-assessment. In the first activity, the question
is the students’ challenge; in the second one, a collaborative target; and finally every response is presented
as result, which has to be assessed.

•

Data is the key. We can consider that the students’
responses are the collected and shared data among students. Moreover, since students assess the responses
in Q, we can state that the students add value to both
the system and the original data.

•

Facilitate data aggregation. The activities Q and P are
quite static, whereas the forum activity F is completely
dynamic and open. Therefore, the forum activity allows students to carry out data aggregation.

•

Facilitate data access. Mechanisms to facilitate the reuse of data are implemented in our CA model by
developing an interface that automatically generates
the activity P from data collected in activity Q (i.e.
responses in Q, are the assessment target).

•

Facilitate access for all devices. The CA does not
require advanced technological systems or devices.
The only requirement is a web browser and an internet
connected device.

•

The perpetual beta. The CA component is designed
with the aim of being repeated several times in the
course. For each iteration, the CA can be enhanced
following decision information generated by the eassessment processes (i.e. design cycles).

The CA activity offers e-assessment processes based on
collective intelligence and on-line collaborative learning, but
this model is an isolated e-Learning component due to each
iteration does not remember or refer to previous history. In
other words, when a student performs a certain peer-to-peer
survey (P), he or she does not consider previous activity or past
results of the student who is currently assessing. This drawback
impedes the overall trustworthiness analysis in our model,
therefore we propose a profile based approach. Moreover,
the students assess individual and basic values (i.e. other
students’ responses) and they cannot assess overall students’
trustworthiness information about their classmates.
B. Profiles based on Collective Intelligence
We address our profile-based approach to collaborative eLearning knowledge and e-assessment analysis purposes; considering the collective intelligence emerged from the group of
students is the students’ profile. The student’s profile collects,
stores, and publishes trustworthiness student’s information,
such as the CA collaborative e-assessment results presented.
Along these sections the main design decisions, rules, and
features of the trustworthiness student’s profile are presented
and these issues are depicted in Fig. 1.
Following the process defined to the development of a
CA activity, in order to incorporate students’ profiles to the
model, the CA activity design has to be modified in order
to add such components and processes required to reach the
following profile goals: (i) Collect trustworthiness students’
information; (ii) Trustworthiness modeling and assessment;
(iii) Store students’ information in their persistent profiles; and
(iv) Publish computed trustworthiness values. In the rest of this
section, we detail these processes.
In our previous work [24], we have research on how
trustworthiness data can be collected and modeled and we have
proposed a methodological approach called trustworthiness
and security methodology in CSCL (TSM-CSCL). The main
concepts related to trustworthiness data collection are research
instruments and data sources. Following the example of CA,
we can considerer that the peer-to-peer survey is a research
instrument which collects responses in Q and generates the
scores for each students. Data sources allow us to define the
format, source and input processes for each search instrument.
Once basic trustworthiness data have been collected, this
source has to be processed in order to generate more complex
and useful trustworthiness values. To this end, we define
trustworthiness indicators and levels. The concept of trustworthiness level is a composition of indicators over trustworthiness
rules and characteristics and a trustworthiness indicator is
a measure of trustworthiness factors. Trustworthiness factors
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Collective Intelligence for Trustworthiness Student’s Profile

have been presented as those behaviours that reduce or build
trustworthiness in a collaborative activity and they have been
integrated in the design of research instruments [24].
A foremost step is needed before adding these data into
the student’s profile: the normalization process. This process
consists in determining, selecting and applying those normalization functions that convert different formats and data
sources into a unified measurement system. Then, the process
of trustworthiness modelling and assessment is completed.
The process of storing students’ information in their persistent profiles may seem a simple task based on a classic
file system or relational data base implementation, but the
dynamic nature of trustworthiness converts this requirement in
a challenge. If only trustworthiness levels are stored and basic
data are removed, we lose basic data that could be needed in
later trustworthiness assessment. Moreover, if we implement
trustworthiness prediction processes, the previous basic and
detailed data should be stored in order to compare and verify
trustworthiness predictions. We propose a trade-off solution to
tackle with the storage problem based on two layers (i.e. user
layer and system layer) for trustworthiness data persistence.
The student’s profile is formed by a set of trustworthiness
levels and/or indicators, which can be directly assessed by a
student. In addition, the internal layer contains internal system
fields that the system requires to develop internal process such
as control, validation, and further trustworthiness assessment.
The set of trustworthiness indicators and levels must be
carefully defined due to the potential limits in storage size
and computational cost. In addition to control, processing and
internal design requirements, the design based on two layers
of trustworthiness levels has two major purposes related to
students and tutors functional aspects. The first layer involves
user fields and it is based on collective intelligence and on-line
collaborative learning. The user layer provides a presentation
layer devoted to publishing students’ trustworthiness levels
which are significant source information when the students are

As was mentioned in the background section, technological
and functional security approaches are closely related. With
respect to the specific trustworthiness profile applications,
these relations can involve particularly important issues due
to the nature of students’ assessment information. A foremost
step is to define the visibility and access rules for students
profile fields, mandatory data, optional data and private data
that can only be accessible by special LMS users such as
tutors. Due to the nature of e-assessment and trustworthiness
data, information managed has to be published according to the
laws, responsiveness, and the protection of privacy principles
established for each educational institution. Moreover, students
should decide if they prefer not to publish certain information.
To this end, we propose a customizable control access module
intended to offer a visibility students’ profile configuration
tool. This tool should be developed as an integrated module
in the LMS.
We have also introduced that technological and functional
solutions are complementary approaches and mutually dependent. Moreover, ICT security solutions are needed in order
to reach social networking privacy and security requirements.
For this reason, we propose including ICT security fields into
the students’ profiles. An ICT security field can be defined
as the information, which represents the ICT security level
that the student usually uses in the LMS. For instance, a
low ICT security level could be a identification process based
on classical login and password procedure, and a high ICT
security level might be a student signing a message with a
digital certificate (i.e. an advanced PKI solution).
D. Explicit and Implicit Trustworthiness Information
The development of the learning activity involves behavioural aspects that can be analysed in terms of explicit trustworthiness. For instance, when a student assesses a classmate’s
response or when a group of students are discussing a topic a
forum, they are generating explicit trustworthiness information,
that is, the development of the activity involves behavioural
aspects that can be analysed in terms of trustworthiness. In
addition to collaborative and e-assessment activities which

generate trustworthiness and collective intelligence information, there exists another sources that can be taken into account
with the aim of defining profile fields. For instance, if a
student spends much time reading discussions in collaborative
documents, the LMS can monitor this action and this fact can
be interpreted as trustworthiness building factor. We define
these indicators as implicit trustworthiness fields in the profile
as far as they are not directly related to trustworthiness factors
and behaviours. Although implicit trustworthiness information
could be processed automatically and presented in real time,
it is important to note that we have to solve the processing
limitations that can be derived from automatic and real time
approaches. Firstly, the computational cost has to be considered and reduced in order to provide effective and just-in-time
trustworthiness information from the LMS. It is required a
continuous processing and analysis of students’ activity during
his or her learning processing, which produces huge amounts
of valuable data stored typically in server log files. In previous
research [13] we have studied the computational cost limitation
with a parallel processing proposal, which can considerably
decrease the time of data processing, thus allowing for building
relevant trustworthiness models to support learning activities
even in real-time.
Moreover, even if we endow or model with parallel processing, we have to overcome another type of limitations. We
can assume that the model is suitable, the parallel processing
reduce the computational cost and implicit trustworthiness
information is automatically included and published in the
student’s profile, but this process does not ensure that implicit
information is reliable. For instance, a student, who knows
that the system is monitoring certain LMS use parameters,
may fake the system with the help of a web injection software
application. These applications applications allows a web administrator to automate the testing process of web applications
and web services, in the same way, a student can simulate
a real learning activity in the LMS. Since this vulnerability
has to be solved, we propose to compare data from multiple
sources. In [14] we have presented validation data based on
Pearson correlation coefficient as a suitable measure devoted
to conduct our trustworthiness model by comparing implicit
and explicit trustworthiness fields. If validation tests do not
meet the established thresholds, the implicit trustworthiness
information will not be published in the student’s profile.
E. Trustworthiness Student’s Profile and Overall Services
So far, our student’s trustworthiness profile can be summarized as TSP services, fields, and goals. Regarding TSP
fields, the TSP is formed by a set of quantitative fields with
the following features:

activities devoted to collect students’ information, we focus on
collaborative activities, e-assessment activities, and collective
intelligence processes. Finally, regarding the main goals of the
TSP application we address the profile design to trustworthiness assessment and prediction and to enhance security in eassessment.
At this point, TSP guidelines have been proposed, but we
can endow our model with an overall further view. In particular, we can consider overall trustworthiness levels related to
the group and the course. This approach may allow the course
managers and tutors to assess and predict results regarding
the overall learning process and with respect to the groups’
activity.
IV.

In this paper, we first motivated the need to improve
security in e-assessment based on security in e-Learning,
technological and functional security approaches devoted to
enhance security in e-Learning with the aim to discover complementary solutions to secure e-assessment based on collective intelligence and trustworthiness student’s profiles. Then, a
students’ profile based on e-assessment, collective intelligence,
CSCL, and trustworthiness assessment and prediction has been
proposed.
As ongoing work, we plan to evaluate and test our students’
profile model in real online courses. Due to these deployments
will require large amount of data analysis, we will continue
investigating parallel processing methods to manage trustworthiness factors and indicators.
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